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J-19 (Jianjiji-19 Fighter aircraft 19) / F-19. The J-19 was said by some sources to be a heavy multirole fighter based on the J-11B. Some sources characterized the J-19 as a "heavier version" of the J-11B, while others state it is reportedly a SAC stealthy fighter bomber based on their failed X-XJ-submission. Chinese authorities have not formally released information on these developments. The J-19 bo-rifle was a black, more recent and less artfully designed model of bo-rifle manufactured by the Lasan-Malamut Firearms Corporation. A bayonet sat along the top edge and a folding stock was situated along the back. In accordance with the Boosahn Keeraw, the Lasat warrior way, Agent Kallus of the Imperial Security Bureau was given a J-19 by a Lasan High Honor Guard he defeated during the Siege of Lasan, which he modified for close quarters fighting. Star Wars: Force Arena. J19. Fate: Museum ship in Gothenburg. HSwMS Smålåland (J19) is a Swedish Halland-class destroyer. She and HSwMS Halland were the only ones built of their class. Two more ships were ordered but they were never completed.